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Survey of Promising Developments 
in Supply Response~ Pre- and Post-Data 

·Econometric Method;; ior Integ:-ation 
of Nee-Classical Theory with Sample Evidence 

by 

Robert D. Weaver. 
The Pennsylvania State University 

A.question that creeps into thepre~s after every new round of 

, .. st:~gflation or surge in t;he unemployment rate is what good are economists? 

·. ·From a different vie~oint, the question might be posed in terms of the 

difference between the success of an econometrician vs. a statistician 

in modelling a price or output series. Nelson [1975] addressed this issue 

more directly by attempting to assess the differential performance in 

. predicting prices witha mechanistic multivariate time series model vs. 

that of a carefully specified econometric model of the 1market ~hich 

might have determined the price of interest. 

The objectives of this paper will be to review and assess the 

potential role of economic theory in the process of model specification 

and estimation·. -Although i will focus on the supply side of the market, 

what I have to say generalizes to the measurement of the relation between 

any set.of choices and their hypothesized determinants. In order to 

i1ighlight the value of an econometrician over tha.t of a statisticiai;i, I 

will begin by presenting a general multivariate time series model. Next, 

I will review what economic theory has to say about the determinants of 

choice, the nature of their relation to choices, as well as the specification 

issues theory leaves open, As you will see, I argue that the·task, and therefore, 

the value of an econometrician is to simplify the general multivariate 



time series model through the combination of that model with the set 

prior.information derived from economic theory. Thus, it may not be 

in.accurate, to say that while both the statistician and econometrician 

could be expected to focus on the likelihood functions generating the 

data, we might expect the econometrician's specification to be more 

2 

highly conditioned by a comprehensive, logically consistent set of prior 

re,strictions. Most importantly, we would expect this distinction to hold 

independently of whether the econometrician is a Bayesian. 

Indeed, one might say that it is the task of any learning process to 

synthesize.empirical evidence with prior beliefs. Finally, I will briefly 
. . . 

reyiew the curr~nt state of the arts on how this s:i,mplification may be 

accomplished and juxtapose these methods with the approaches being taken 

in current literature. 

I. Neo-Classical Theory of Choice and Model Simplification 

. To proceed, suppose that we begin with what some might call a purely 

mechanistic multivariate time series model of the relationships among 

the elements of. a vector time series . (Zt) of input and output levels 

involved in a firm's production activity and a>vector of prices (qt) for these 

products. 

·· l) H,(L) zt + F(L) qt = ut 

mxmmxl mxmmxl mxl 

H(L) and F (L) are double-sided lag opera tors, but not necessarily linear .• 

Clearly, the model·as stated already involves a set of restrictions which 
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has excluded variables held to. be irrelevant prior to· examination 

of the data. However,. as the model stands further simplification 

is obviously necessa;y. 

To be specifit}·the list of necessary simplifications include; 

choice of forward. and backward. lag1engt.h for H(L) and F(L), prior 

aggregation of the m/"elements of· Z or q to· establish lower order ....• ' . . t ' t 

aggregate vectors, a~fd{p~cification of the functional form of H(L) 

and F(L). 
'. '/(::':!\,\-"'.• 

This lastisstie is extremely complex since as written in 

its most general formwe must consider not only the functional form 

.3 

of each equation, bu£\'.:a'£§q cross-equation restrictions. If we were to 

subscript the lag operators H(L) and FEL) with observation labels, 

the nodel might also be simplified::iy specifying. 

the nature of parameter variation over observations. Finally, the 

properties of the covariance matrix of residuals must be specified. 

Although we might expect both the statistici.an and the econometrician 

to begin by attempting to partition the vectors Zt and qt into sets of 

endogenous and exogenous variables, we might expect the econometrician 

to base that part~tion upon a hypothesis about how the firm behaves in 

the market place. As Granger [1969], Sims [1972], and Geweke [1978] 

have shown, the value of this exogeneity hypothesis is that it implies 

a large set of the parameters of 1) may be zero. As Geweke [1978) has 

shown the hypothesis implies that the leads on exogenous variables must 

have zero coefficients in any reduced form consistent with the partition 

and likewise any lags on the endogenous variables must have zero 

coefficients in regressions of current exogenous variables on past 

endogenous and exogenous variables. Imposing these restrictions and 

solving the resultant system for its reduced form would perhaps produce 

what Cochrane [1955] had in mind by the label supply response( functions. 
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However, as recent literature points put; depending upon the detail 

with 1which the researcher specifies the behavioral hypothesis it may be 

possible fo further simplify the model beyond the parameter restrictions 

implied by the exogeneity partition. In fact, I would argue that the 

large majority of past supply studies have stopped with the exogeneity 

specification and estimated a single reduced form in the choice response 

system. This practice seems to testify that either economic theory has 

nothing more to say, or that researchers have had strong.priors which 

have rejected what it has to say. As a young economist, my naivete 

leads me to hope that such priors were ill founded, 

Although studies of consumer demand have traditionally dealt with 

models which were conditioned with priors derived from economic theories 

of consumer choice (e.g., see the work of Frisch [1959], Theil [1965), 

Parks [1969], George and King [1971]), on the supply side such attempts 

have been limited. In fact, the lite_rature seems to suggest that researchers 

concerned with measurement of production functions have typically chosen 

to lean heavily on Hoch 1 s [1958] conditions for shelter from the 

simultaneous equation bias which Marschak and Andrews [1944] established 

would result if we ignore rules upon which choices were based. The 

alternative avoided is the specification of a possibly inaccurate hypothesis 

concerning the nature of those choice rules. Perhaps this is done due 

to reticence for specifying a behavioral hypotheEds, alternatively it 

may be attributable to the relative ease of direct estimation of a 

production function. To explore what additional empirical implications 

a specific behavioral hypothesis might have,let us consider the traditional 
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profit maximizing case. ' _As we. proceed we can consider the r.obustness of 

the implications under alt_ernative behavioral hypot:heses .. 

'Not much progress can "be made un1ess we.suppose.the existence of 

a convex transformation functi~n relating efiicient combfnatlons,of net 

. outputs and inputs. If~· in ·addition,. we postulate any decision or . 
. . :, ·. . . . . .... . .. . ;· 

behavioral objective for .th.e firm which is linear .and continuous,in 

incentives, the necessary c_onditi.ons fot optimal choice define a 

set of cl;ioice rules for: choO!?ing rtet product's. · However, of greatest 

:i,mportaD:ce is the link e.stablished by the first or~er conditions between 
. . 

information up~n which choices are based and t·he technolozy of the' 

firm. .Given this resuh, prices and ~ther information are mapped 

into the set of ,optimS:l choices in a very spii(cialway. In particular, 

the choi~e functions must be consistent w-;i:th the convexity of technology, 
.. . 

as well as monotonic and homogeneous of degree z~ro ,:in all prices .. 

Furthermore~ the contiimity and .. differentiab:i.iity of the behavioral · 

·objective and te~hnolog)1 imply that cross ·price derivatives of choice 
: _. . . . . ·_ . :·. ,.: 

must be s~etric, i.e. :~~f/clPj = clyj/tpL 

·· What. is perhaps ;mo.st important about these pr~pe,;ties is that they 

may be expected to hold for choi~e functi6n.s Oer:i,ved fr.om ~early_any 
. ' . . .~·-. 

imaginable marginalist objective constrained ·-~~ a continuous, differentiable, 
. . . . .. ' ···.. : · . 

convex technology~ Unfort~na{ely, o,ur th~·ory 6f cho:t~g has little more 

· to say · about the empi~ic~F determinants ·of• choice. ·Al.though the first-order, 
. .. . 

' ·.'.," . .. 

conditions clearly: link the .. ftinctional £~~·~,Of. the ,choice. functi~ns to 
; ' ' .: .. ' . . ,·· :· \ "· ' : . . . ', . ·, :.:.~·· . ; 

that olthe ptodµctioh functfon,' {t: gives'J$ no hints about the latter. 

This leaves open a wide range of is~u~s concernin.g·:'fur~her simplification.·. 

of our model of' .choice.· A~ though convexity,· cont1nuity and differentiabil~ty 

. 1. 
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are critical assumptions or maintained hypotheses their validity is an 

empirical issue. Recent work by Weaver [1978e, 1979] sugg~sts that the 

·discontinuous nature of. incentives established by supply control policy 

implies that supply functions during some programs are discontinuous. 

Similarly, the existence of such regularity properties as homotheticity~· 

homogeneity, separability and jointness is an empirical issue of great 

interest, but one which is left unresolved by our theory of choice. 

Researchers have typically recognized that knowledge of the separability 

properUes of the technology provides the foundation for the simplification 

of product and price vectors through the use of aggregate indexes. However, 

biewert [1970] has demonstrated the intuitive proposition that an index 

is nothing .more than a subfunction of the more general function which 

·operates on the components of the index. This being the case, the 

functional form of the general function implies the functional form which 

should be used for the indexes. Given the absence of strong prior 

knowledge concerning functional form, Diewert presents indexes which 

will provide second-order approximations of any arbitrary subfuriction. 

In ·:the past, r.esearchers have been unable to consider the issues of 

homotheticity, homogeneity and jointness because available functional 

· ,forms incorporated a priori restrictions on these properties. However, 

' . 
a wide range of functional forms are now available to the researcher which 

grant i:h'e researcher control over such prior restrictions, see Fuss and 

McFadden [1978]. Clearly, although each of these issues is of interest 

· in its ·own r;ight, within the context. of supply analysis they represent 

specif,ication issues about which our theory of choice has little to say. 
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. · .. · In ~u~ry~ we may conclude that to estimate any supply relation . ·.· 
. . . . 

the researcher must at least make a specification decision 2oncerning 

what set of variable.s is. relevant and an exogeneity, partition of those 

variables_. To·· accomplish this,, the econometd.cian ..iwiil. likely sp_ecify a 

behavioral hypothesis. It was argued that, cond.Hional on convex_ity 
. . 

.· of techn~logy, for a wide class of behavioral: hypotheses a fairly 

ext~nsive. set of simplifications on our multivariate ,time series. 
. . " . ' . 

. :.· . ·.. . . . .· ':. 

model, is implied: exogeneity ,restrictions, continuity and concavity 

qf·the·dual,·monotonicity.an'd linear homogeneity·in prices, and a 
. .· ·.· . . 

.symmetry property in. pri~e response. However; we acknowledged. that 

convexity, and continuity are ~mpiricai issues which _are subject tci 

uncertainty. · In addition~ we noted various properties of functional 

form (hollloth~ticity, homogeneit:y,.separability, and jointness) whose 
f • ' • • ',·.. •• • 

: validity are likewise s~bject to uncertainty.• · Thus, we are left in 
. ' ' : ' . . 

. a position of recognizing that. our theory of choice suggests a large 

number'of simplifications ~h:j.ch may be made in our choi~e response model. 

Unfortunately, the validi_ty o:f '.·th~se simplificati~ns is not _established 

by the. theory, but reni.ains. an ~_mp jxical . question; 
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II. Knitting Theory and Data Evidence Together. 

Benefits and Costs of Model Simplification 

Although the·set of theoretically derived restric:tions reviewed in 

the prior section serves well.to identify an economist's potential 
' ' 

contribution to the measurement problem, it fails to value that potential 

contribution. ·As our statistician would be anxious to remind us/although 

we ~ave a theory from which we may derive hypotheses, the validity'of · 

·those hypotheses may not be supported by thedata. In such a case, the 

specification decision becomes one which must be made in an environment 

of uncertainty. Whil.e Occum' s razor alone would suggest that we stand to 

.gain from simplification, a condi.tion for this intuitive result to hold 

is that such a simplification must render our model an accurate characterization 

of the process generating the data. Likewise, if we inappropriately 

simplify our model we would expect to lose by most criteria. 

This point is made more precisely by the traditional illustration of 

the risk1 of a restricted vs. an unrestricted least squares estimator. 

AlthoughTiao and Box [1974] among others have reminded us that the mean 

squared error measure of risk is hardly a universal measure of goodn~ss of fit 2 

it is of interest as a measure of closeness for many standard estimation problems. 

Thus, based on such a risk criterion a traditional result of the 

pre-test literature (see e.g., Wallace [1972, 1977], Wallace and 

· · Ashar [1972], Bock, Yancey and Judge [1973]) is that although the MSE of 

¾Jere risk is defined as the expected value of the loss (L) incurred by using 
0 as an estimator of 6; i.e. E[L(S, 6)]. 

2 
For example, they point out that if we attempted_fo employ it to estimate 
the reciprocal of the mean of y 'v N(6,l), M.S.E(y) is infinite. 
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the unrestricted estimator is constant, that of the restricted estimator 

is monotonic in the "true" F-statistic which presents a classical test of the 

restriction on the population equation. Thi& being the case neither estimator dominates 

over the entire range of this F-statistic, a result which clearly illustrates 

the possible benefits from imposition of a restriction which is consistent 

with the data vs. the loss which would result from its inconsistency with the 

data. The decision problem is clearly that of a choice of an estimator in the 

face of uncertainty concerning the size of this F-statistic relative to an 

appropriate critical point. Following Wallace and Ashar's example, if 

we have the following models: 

restriction: 

2 E\ "' N(O,cr ) 

B2 = O 

then least squares estimators may be written: 

restricted: 

unrestricted: 

IX1y 

= IX 2 
1 

Ix22rx1y - IX1X2IX1y 

IX12IX22 - (IX1X2)2 

and the mean squared errors may be written 

t = 1, • . • T 



2 
where r• is the corr¢1ation between x1 and 

B 2 
.. 2 

>,. = 
V(S2) .which is me~sur.ed by µ 

2 . 2 .··· 2 . 
and MSE(b1) = a /zX1 (1.,. r ). 

10 

·"' F.1 .T-3 under Ho: Bz 
' 

= 0 

Figure 1 reports th~ graph of the MSE against). which clearly illustrates 

that for 11. < 1 inc1usioh.of x2 would amount fo an overspecification error. 

\o:hile for 11. > 1, omission .of x2 would render the model underspecified. 

In each case, the reseatcher could gain according to the MSE criterion 

if he knew L 

Figure 1 

MSE 
A 

,..__ ___ --'---'---,'----------------'-'--'> 
1 

The puxpose of this section shall be to review several alternatives 

· for incorporation of priors of theoretical origin into our estimation 

procedure. In general, we have two strategies available which depend upon 

whether simplification of our general multivariate. model occurs before or 

after we analyze the data and will therefore, 'be labelled pre- and post-data· 

simplification. 
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Pre-Data Simplification 

Pre-data simplification involves what Leamer [1978) calls the 

construction of a working hypothesis. That is, recognizing that the vectors 

in our initial multivariate time series model might include nearly any 

measurable variable (e.g., the N.B.E.R. data bank), we begin by specifying 

a hypothesis which eliminates a large number of variables prior to 

estimation or observation of the data. In a Bayesian sense, we condition 

the likelihood function of the multivariate model with the strong prior 

that a large set of parameters are exactly zero. In doing so, we risk 

mis-specification and larger variances of estimators, but hope to gain 

additional precision in the case when our prior is consistent with the data. 

Alternatively, we might seek to trade potential benefits for potential losses 

by specifying._a more diffuse prior. These alternatives are clearly presented 

in Zellner [1971]. From the above illustration we may plainly see that 

pre-data simplification by MSE minimizers amounts to a prior statement 

concerning the magnitude of the F-statistic testing the restriction 

(e.g.,µ in the above example). 

Of course, there are a number of well-known methods of reducing 

what non-Bayesians argue is the chance for subjective error in specifying 

the prior during pre-data simplification. Perhaps the most tractable 

among these is sensitivity analysis of the posterior distribution for 

changes in the prior. A good example of this is Learner's [1972) Bayesian 

estimation of distributed lags where the sensitivity analysis focuses on 
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varying the.mean and variance of a normal-gamma or Raifra and Schlaifer. 

[1961] "natural conjugate" prior, As Leamer notes, the benefits of such 

an exercise would be expanded if a prior distribution were employed 

whose shape could be more substantially varied in the analysis. In fact, 
. . . 

an alternative has heen considered in more recent work by Dickey [1970, 
I 

1975] and Leamer [1978] which has argued that the conjugate prior treats 

prior information as if· it has be.en generated by a previous sample 

following the same process. as .. the sample and so fails to recognize a 

fundamental difference between prior and sample information. More 

specifically, the resulting posterior is unimodal a.nd a weighted average 

of the sample and prior' s lo.cation, see e.g. Leamer and Chamberlain 

[1976] for an interesting discussion of this.standard result. Dickey 

[1975] suggests that given the nearly definitional conflict between 

prior and sample information the posterior should be multirriodal with the 

prior ·and sample locat_ions included. in the. set of modes. As Dickey 

. [1975] has shown, if 13 is distributed by a Student prior independent 

of the precision (cr-2) and if the latter.is distributed by a gannna 

. distribution, the posterior is multimodal wi.th modes lying along a 
' ' . '. ' ' . / 

-:·.· - ,· - . . ,. .. ·;·. . r 
curve in the parameter space falling between the pri:or and sample " . . . . .• I.. 

location. Responding to these graphics, he ripaldly labelled this 

locus of modes the curvedecolletage.• In an effort to establish.a prior 

which is sufficiently rich as to include all.potentially relevant 

density functions, Leamer.[1978] has abandoned the notion of complete 

specification of the prior and has pointed out: thatJ)ickey' s curve 

decolletage is ~ special case of what might'be interpreted as an. informa-

tion contract curve implied by an ordinal prior (i.e. one in which prior 

densities assigned to iiw"."dertsity surfaces are assumed only to monotonically 

decline). 
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. . . ' . 

Thus · .. this · tunc;tion 'requires composition' with another function .(which 

· he calls a labelling fu~c:tion) to fully specify the prior and,· therefore, 
.. . . .: '·' 

the posterior p·. d. L Howev.er, j1e shows that since 'an ordi:t1al incomplete 

·. prior inay be mapped into a prior p.d.f. by proper choice of the labelling· 

function, the information contr.act curve co,nta:ins all possible posterior 
. . '• . ' . . 

·. mode.s., Although the usefulness of'this may seem elus1ve it presents a 
. . 

way to place k-2 restrictionsona k dimensional parameter space through 
. . 

!'in ordinal specification of ,t:he prior; This leaves the ~e~~archer with a 

· ··.· 2"'."dimerisional line alon~ which· tbe posterior mode must lie given. a 

labelling of the ordinal.spec{ficatio~~ · 
... ,: . . ' : . 

. PerhaJ?S, a more tractable alternative ,for rel~xing the fi~ed weighted 

. average property of:Bayesiart estimators base.d on. '70rtjugate priors has. 

been suggested by Efron apd M6r:r:.is [1971] which al.lows restriction of. 

the maximum· amount by whi~h the Baye's .estima,te dev~at~~ .from the maximum 

. ' 

likelihood.·estimate. This approach is ii data depericlent means of. 

· relaxing the commitment to -the Bay~si~n prior· and so might properly·· be 
- .. 

·. labelled as a post-dpta simplification method. 

Post-Data Model Siinpli.f ication 
. . ,,·; . . . ,:- ''' ',• ' 

.. Despite our creativity i~ 'dealing with the. ;i:6blem of specifying 

the prior, Leamer .[197'li.J hai; reminded us that although pre-d~ta simpli;..

fication is decidedt; nec~ss_a~y',' ft is inconsistent _,with what many might 

consider. a more reasbnabl~ {earning· stra·te&y~ .. More sp~c:ifically, Leamer 

.{1978] reminds us that w_h{le Watson tempted::Sher'.lock Holmes tb proceed by the 
. . . . 
: ., '·. 

classical techniqt,1e of, fonnulatfng hypothes;es before th,eir clues had been 
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carefully catalogued and assessed, Holmes replied in a scolding tone 

"No data yet, ••. It is a capital mistake to theorize before you have 

. . ·.· 3 
all the evidence. !t biases the judgements." Fortunately, Holmes has 

anadvantage over us which allows us to ignore the intuitive appeal of 

his remark, namely the luxury of new information tthe confession) with 

which he may finally test his hypothesis and which is absent from an 

economist's experiences. Nevertheless, non-experimerttal data and the 

weakness of our priors forces us to consider post~data alternatives. 

Although my enumeration of alternatives may break with convention 

I shall include in this group estimators proposed by Stein [1955], James 

and Stein [1961] and Strawderman [1971), classical and Baranchik [1964] 

positive part-Stein rule pre-test estimators, and Learner's Holmesian. 

estimators. A useful way of classifying these post-data alternatives 

is by the nature of the stopping or selection rule employed. 

As we saw in our consideration of a restriction on a linear regression 

model, the choice between the restricted vs. the unrestricted model could 

be based upon the statistic A if it were known. To form a stopping or 

selection rule, we are tempted to employ the data. dependent estimate of A, 

an F-statistic under 1the restriction, labelled 11 a'nd compare it against a 

critical point, µ . However, doing so makes our model selection data 
Cl 

dependent or based on sample information a situation which for most 

researchers dissolves the believability of our; results. Retrieving 
I 

our example, the estimator based on such an informative stopping or selection 

rule is the so.;..called classical pre-test estimator: 

l 
bR ifµ < µ 

* 
1 - Cl 

bl = 
bl ifµ > µ 

Cl 

3noyle [1888), A Study in Scarlet. 

r 
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. Unfor6mately~ as ·Figure 1 · indicates the mean squa,re error of b~ is. no:t 
·· .. ·. , . . .. . .. ·. . R . . .· . . .. 
a.weighted average of·the MSE(b1 ) and MSE(b1), instead Wallace and Ashar 

· [1972];, Bock, Judge and Yancey [1973] among others have noted it has higher· 
-.· .· . . . R . . . 

. . MSE than either .b1 or b1 ·over a wide range 'of L Thus, , if we knew A we 

woulci clearly bebett~r o:ff·t~-~heose either bl orb~, whichever minimizes 
• ~ . . . I . . . . 

MSE at the known A. ·Becau~e the MSE of the pre:-test estimator may be 
. ' . . . . . 

.>- :, .. ' .. . : :. 

written as a .function of· the cri.tical F-statistic employed in classical 

, tests; of .. the •paramete/' res~~iction, a voluminou~ literature (e.g., Sawa 

; -·.·. and _Hiromatsu: [1973], Brook [1976], Toyoda and Wallace U.975, 1976]) has 
. . 

considered ho~ that cr,itical point might' be _optimally chosen to reduce, 

; over. the entire r~nge of the F,;:_statistic, the difference. between the risk 

of Jhe pre-test es~imator and· ~~at of the minim\lDl MSE estimator (either b1 . 
. ' ' 

or 0 bR)~ · Give:n'diffuse priors on the F-statistic, or aiternatively, on the .· 1 ·. . . ., ' ' \ 

rest:ri<!~~d ~oefficien;t, use of;, an optimal critical p.oint with a pre-test' ' 

:estimator~ilows·us to minimize this MSE loss which'results from our 

· ... · . : ignorance. . _ . 

'Scl~ve [1968] ani'Ef~on and Morris :[1973] l1ave .shown. that Stein . 

· .[19551, 'James. and Ste:ip. [1961] and Strawderman [197~] estimators may· 

be interpreted asBay~s~an estimators inwhicl:lprior information concerning 

prec.i~ion :l.~ structurally equivalent to the sample' information~ The ' 
' ! . . • . .. .<! '" : ·;,~.' • • • , • • • ' 

posterior mode as in ~he Bayes'ian case :is a weighted average of a prior 

. mean. and the sampl~ •. iication.; In this case· the weights are proportional 
·. ·:·~··{,i'.·, ,. ':° .. ·• :;:·· / .. •· ... (··: .! - • • ,' • 

J :\::.F:::::::t::t;ift!!trr:tqt~t:t:•zto:h:::o::~ :8:y 
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interpret these estimators as post-data methods in which specification 

of priors is accomplished with the aid of the data. This has sometimes 

_been labelled empirical Bayesian estimation. Despite the fence 

-straddling conceptual position 'of these estimators,_ Stein [1955], James 

and Stein [1961], Sclove [1968], Efron and Morris [1973], and others have 

proven that suchestimators dominate maximum liltelihood estimators in 

a M. S. E. sense •. - A twist to these estimators was given by Baranchik [1964] 
t 

and Steint[l966] who blended the Stein..;.rule type estimator with the 

pre-test selec;tion rule to produce a Stein-rule estimator in which the 
I • 

sample mean receives weight only if the F-statistic exceeds its critical 
- -

point. However, as Sclove [1968] has noted th~ optimal critical point 

is difficult to identify since t.he risk of the estimator is unwieldy. 

Nonetheless, in more recent work Judge and Bock [1978] and Aigner and 

_ Judge (1975] demonstrate that when viewed as an estimator in its own 

right, .stein positive-part estimators proposed by Baranchik [1964] 

and Sclove [l968L are uniformly dominant over unrestricted least-squares, 

classical pre-test, and Stein estimators. 

,Each of the above estimEJ.tors employ what Leamer [1974] has labelled 

an informative stopping rule. On an intuitive level, their final 

estimator is a discontinuous functi.on of sample evidence and a strong 

prior stated in terms of a point parameter restriction.· In an important 

sense,_Leamer points oul t:hat the restricted model may be rejected a priori 
-·-

as false. It would be rather surprising if such a point restriction 

would be consistent with the data. An alternati_ve which moves away from 

this property that the restriction produce the true model and in the 



direction of the Bayesian concept of degree of belief is that of mixed 

estimation introduced by Theil and Goldberger [1961] and Theil [1963] 

as an extention of Durbin's [1953] work. 

In an attempt to reconcile the scarcity of data with the need 

for. model simplification Leamer [1974] argues that what is necessary 

is a systematic means of accurately discounting the value of sample 

evidence)when post-data simplifications are made. Given such a system 
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the researcher could accurately assess the ,relative ·Cost.of pre- vs. post

data simplification. Leamer proposes that the mod.el space by simplified 

prior to estimation in a way which allows consideration of the 

acceptability of the pre-simplification by a Bayesian estimatiort of the 

bias which may have been induced. His proposed methodology allows.the 

researcher to eliminate simplification which appears inappropriate and 

proceed to estimate a fuller model. So long as our priors on the 

• expanded model.are constrained by those which we held for the pre

simplified model our post-data model construction activities do not 

deteriorate the information value of our sample. 
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. J n. Overview of Curre~ ~1oyed Methods of Model Sim.E_lification 

fr(Jm our consideration of the potential contribu.tion of an economic 

theory of choice to the simplification of models designed to measure that 

choice,we concluded that although the assumptions of convexity, continuity, 

differentJability and a marginalist behavioral objective implied. a 

substantial set of restrictions on our multivariate model (exogeneity, 

positive definiteness of the dual, monotonicity and homogeneity in 

prices ·and symmetry), the validity of tho~e assumptions is of course 

an empirical question. Furthermore, we identified an additional set 

of regularity properties (homotheticity, homogeneity, separability, and jointness) 

the validity of which is entirely an empirical question. Thus, we come to the 

not surprising conclusion, that the economist's contribution to model 

simplification is· subject to uncertainty. rext, we reviewed a variety 

of pre-data and post~data methods for conditioning sample information with 

simplifications suggested by a theory of choice. In brief, these amounted 

to alternative schemes for weighting the two sources of information where 

weights are based .on a combination of prior and sample information. 

Before concluding, I would like.to briefly review applied work in which 

the simplifications suggested by theory have been considered. In order 

to proceed most efficiently, it is useful to.classify the simplifications 

into three groups, those related to: 1) fundamental properties of 

technology: convexity, continuity and differentiability; 2) the behavioral 

hypothesis: theexogeneity partition, monotonicity, and homogeneity of 

degree zero in prices, and s1,nmetry; and 3) regularity properties of the 

technology: horr:otheticity, homogeneity, separability and jointness. To 
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~o~er all ,applied work in· tM s area would likely triple the le:rigth of 

'this paper, so I will only focus on a small subset, rif appLicat:f.ons which 
' '· .··,; ·. . . . 

I hope will serve as an· illustrcltion and an introduction>'to the li,terafore. 

As we wiil see the majori.ty of.· applied ·work has iinplicitly eI!Jployed 
'·.· . ; . . .. ' . ". . ' 

· the p·ost~data classical pre-test estimators which as noted in the. previous 

section a~e do:minated by positive part Stein rule estimators and' by Bayes 
. ' ' 

•·estimators. ba:sed ort P.roper priors.·· Therefore 1 , I will· conclud.e this section 

·· .by assessing the usefulness' of results based on such methC>ds. 
. . . . 

. . . . 

Fundamental Properties of Technology 

Methods of investigating the properties of co~~exity, continuity 

. and differentiability are at an emergent stage. In fact,· methods for 
. . . . . . . . . . 

.investigation of differentiability have yet to spro~t.· .. Focussing first 

on convexity,·_two approaches ar~ represented in the literature, parametric· 

.. and non7 parametric. ·· Each constitut~s a post-data ·appr~ach' to the issue .. 

·Non-para~etric methods have been pursued in the stream c,f literature 
' . . 

foHowin"g from Hildreth' s [1954] proposal for an estima~ionmethod ~hich 
. ' 

is. free of p1:ior specification of functional fonn .and only constrained to 

be co11cave ... His initial proposal was'fo:J_le>w:dby refinements bY: Han~on 
' ,• . 

·. ·.· and Ple.dger [19T6] who proved consistency of ·the ,least ·squares estimator, 

and Hudson [1969) ,, Dent [1973) /and Dent, et al. [1977] who~~ work h~s 
. . . . . . 

explo~ed various methods based on e~timation :·of appr~ximat~ons obtained 

.. through p~lynomial. segmentation. 
. . . . . 

. . . . ' . 

Al.so,. foilo~ing HilAreth' s work is that 
' . . 

of Afrai't, [1967], Diewert. [1971], and Hanoch and Rot,hchild [197i] who 

p0r~sept a ~e~hod free of any parametriz.at:ion· of the production fu~ction 

·, f~r' iriV'estigation of qµasi-concavity, monotonicity ~-nd Homo.theticity. 

Parametric niethods 'include those proposed by Judge 9 rtd. Takayama [1966] 
, " . ' 
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for regression estimation subject to inequal1ity constrain.ts as well as 

those focussed on post-data testing of the convexity of estimated flexible 

functional forms. Although the parameters of generalizations of the 

Leontief functional form may be conveniently restricted to make the form 

convex (Dicwert [ 1973]), and to allow classical pre-test estimation, this 

is not the case for the translog functional form. For this reason, typical 

applications using the translog have employed methods focussed on inspection 
) 

of the definiteness of the Hessians of estimated functional forms. An 

app~aling alternative has been offered by Lau [1978.] which employs a 

re-parametrization (a Cholesky factorization) of the Hessian which is imposed 

as a restriction of the model's parameters and allows the use of post-data 

simplifi'cation methods. 

As for methods which allow consideration of discontinuity, if priors 

exist concerning the point. of discontinuity a variation of Tobit estimation 

. appears fruitful. The usefulness of such a method of dealing with 

discontinuity in choices introduced by agricultural control policies 

is explored in a study of program participation by Weaver [1978e, 1979a]. 

Alternatively, if priors are held concerning the number-of regimes, 

though the swit.ch points are unknown, Quandt I s [1972.] switching regression 

framework may be useful. Although the classical pre-test method of 

Chow tests for alternative methods of pooling observations remains the 

dominant method employed in the literature.· Leamer [1978] has clearly pointed 

out the usefulness of alternative pre- and post.,-·data approaches in this context. 

Empirical Implications of_the Behavioral Hypothesis 

investjgation of the empirical implications of an exogeneity partition 

has been a relatively recerit addition to the literature. Although one 

of the first applications (Sims [1972a]) was to the problem of specification 

of factors of production which are not variable within the observation 
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' ' 

interval the;m~jodty ~f app+.ied Hterature fotuses /on identification 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

'' o'f the relationship between macro ,variables such as money and' income 

(Sims [1972)). Despite this,:Geweke's recent work suggesti;.that.t:he 

metho9,ology pr~sents ~ general framework toa~sess the exogeneity partition 

in any bhoice or .market model. Ari. example of an appli.cat.ion to 
. . . . . . - .. . 

. agri~ultural supply is recent ,work by Weaver. [1979b] whkh investigates .. · .. 

the exogeneity of ,acreage allotments with respe9t -to ~creage planted. 

Two problems may be rioted with past applications of the Gra.nger [1969] 
' . . . ·. '. ·' 

' . 
/;ind.Sims [1972] methodology. Despite Geweke's point that the.exogeneity 

partition must ,be investigated,in thecontext'of a fully specified model 

. (a point which Granger [1969(and Sims [1972] also in~de~9many past 

applic~tions hav~ employed b:i,;ariate models. which may "result in the 
' ' ' 

typical bias attributable to .• the ~;clusi~n of explart~tory variables. 
. ::_ .... :' . ' . . . 

Although researchers might argue that introdµction.of ;dd:i,tional-variables 

is impractical, what they m~~n.is that expedience doesnot:allow t~me . . . . - .... ., ·. ,, 
( 

for careful s;pecfUcatiort of a full mod~.l or coll.e,~tion At data necessary to measure 

its parameters~ Thus, I. would argue that the·i~sueof exogeneity is 
. : ' . . ... : . . ,.. . . .. 

of little intere~t if address~d i~depe~d~p,tly oJ Il!Odef ;i;pecjfication. 

Finally, to my knowleq.ge,al~ exogeneity testshave.in:vol:ved.classical 

hypothesis tests which imply 'resulting est:imator~ ar·e 6f .tl:le, pre-test, 

post-'data variety. 

As.for mon~tonicity, h~mogerieity.of-degree ze:o in prices and 

symmetry, two app;oaches hav; been taken. .. ' . . .. " '• ·,,. ' 

' ' 

Atth.~ugh no statistical tests . 

of monotonicity or homogeneity in prices ha\te ;·;:en employed,4 init'ial work 

by, ~e!i'ldt, et al. [1973] an{Chr~stensen, \e:t.~,a.L {1973Jempieiyed a clas.sical 

hypothesis test of paramete~ restrictions. which wen~ consistent with 

'---'-----·~----· ' 
41&:ittaker and Shumway and ,Chang i~ Weaver. [1978] pre~~nt a non-statistical 
evaluation of the homogeneity constraint based on a c:r;iteria of the number ' 
of c.orrect signs. _ · · · 
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:;', . ·, ' ; . 

the prOpE!r't~· bf symmetry as a test of the behaviora-1 hypothesis. I would 

' a~gue- that sue~ a te.st is in,appropri~ te since the alternative hypothesis is not 

a · subset of the parameter· spac~. . Specifically,•. if choice r~spo_nse is. not 

. symmetric,. tllen technology ls,. ~ither not· continuous or not differentiable, 

a condition unde.r which continuous choice funct.ion~ _fail to exist. A 

' '·. ~imi.lar res~lt; do~s not nold for the propo~ition \•not monotonic" or "not', 

homogeneous of ·degree. zero. II If th,ese properties do not hold; · then our 

· behavioral hyppthei;,ds may b~ invalid but we have not rejected .the continuity . 
. : .. . . ·. 

that is incorporated in our multivariate.· model. A feasible ~lternative 
. . ;·. '· . .. 

approach contern;i.ng symmetry is to impose the restrictions prior to estimation, 
,,• ,:. 

a strat~gy·which runs the risk of specification error. 

'. . ·: .. '. , .. : 

. Regularity Properties of the Te~hnology 

With mino~·, . though :noteable exceptions/ specification decis.ions 
: _. ,. ,,· 

··concerning h~motheticity, h~mogeneity·and,jointne~s have 'to' date.been·· 
. , I ' ' . 

based on classical ~ost:..data pre-te~tfog., )jea;er (1978b] presents an 

. examph where a fl~xible 'functipnal form was employed t~ :investigate 

these hypotheses: for 'a Jnu;tiple product agrlcu{tural technology •. ' . Results 

of this analys,is indicated that hamatheticity an'd hamog~neitY ca~1d be 
. ', " . . . ' ' ,,; 

. . . . . 

rejected.· Howe·{ier~( non~:jointriess anf'sever~l separ~bility hypotheses were 

,/ 

not rejected by the data. , d,e ,,Janvry'; [196_6'] 'use of factor and cluste:t' 

analysis to partil:::i:o·~ a product vector·l.nt6 separable subs(?ts was a noteable 
. ' . . . 

atte~pt a; post-d~tii/ ~impJi.ficatiori whi¢h ·prei:eeded the use of rest·cicted 

flexible fu,nctiona; .forms ... · However, as Georg~ &nd King [1971] pointed 

out the partition: i~ not' U:nique and is' coridi,tionai upon the. prior 

•· .·. specification' or rilea~u;es· e~ployed in the an~lysis. An additional exception 

.I 
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is the Bayesian. approach app:J:i.ed by Box and Cox [1964] to the es(imad.on 

of non_:linear fu~ction~i forms. Zellner [1971) re~iews ipplications by 
. , ,, . . . 

Zellner and Revandar {l.969] of such an approach to the study of production 

functions • 

·. Summary 

In brief summary~ the current practice in appiied .research has been 
·.-. . . ' . 

to rely upori post-:'"da:ta ev.aluation of potenti~l mJde:l simplifications, in 

fact the only examples of application of various improved alternatives 
. . 

reviewed in. Section I.I known to this author are illustrative ones imple-

mented to compare the alternatives. to traditionaf ~eth.ods. For example, 

. Aigner and Judge [1975] evaluated: the extent to which James-,Stein estimators 

dominate .cla~sic~l pr~-test e~tima~ors in ~h;ee applications. ln. general, 
. . 

their results illustrate the theoretical ·result that the potential benefit 

·. of :James-Stein estimators is deperi.dent upon the nature of coll:i,nearity 

in the sample. .Only in one application. (the re-examination of the Weiss data 
\ . ·· ... ' .. 

set), do they find that' the condition· for dominance of the Ja:mes-Stein .estima:tor 

is met. In this case, .results pbtained. from a pre~test .estimator were 
I. 

in general robust though inadmis~able .. As for Learner's [1974] suggested 

alternat.ives, his' re-consideration of Bode' s Law remai.ns the only :applicad.on. 
. . 

. . . 
·· .. Leamer' s lJlore recent suggestion. that .priors be specified incompletely allowing 

.. the reader tq'. ch~ose .a parti~ular mode.•. depe;c:iing upon more co.mpretely 

•specified p-riorS.has )ikewiSe seen little application; :However, in a 

1."ecent working paper: Leanie:r/' art4 Leona.rd. 11979] p~~sent examp],.e applications 
- ' -·. . ,. . . . 

. which. demonst,r~te t·he sugge~tion 'aeserv~.s further .e:icploratiori. 
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Given the theoretical appeal of these alternatives, one must conclude 

they represent an important approach for future attempts to specify econometric 

models of choice. On the other hand, of ~qual importance is the question: 

Are these alternatives likely to lead to substantial improvements in our 

ability to explain and predict choices? 
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